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The Unitarity Triangle (UT) Analysis represents a powerful tool to test the SM and therefore to probe New
Physics effects. After summarizing various tensions in the present UT analyses, we consider a number of Su-
persymmetric models showing their capability to solve these tensions. Moreover, we show how the characteristic
patterns of correlations among flavour observables allow to distinguish between these different SUSY scenarios.
We propose a “DNA-Flavour Test” of NP models, with the aim of showing a tool to distinguish between these
NP scenarios, once additional data on flavour changing processes become available.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, the two B factories
have established that flavor-changing and CPV
processes of Bd mesons are well described by
the Standard Model (SM) up to an accuracy of
(10 − 20)%. This observation, together with the
good agreement between data and SM expecta-
tions in the kaon system, implies tight constraints
on flavor-changing phenomena beyond the SM
and a potential problem for a natural solution of
the hierarchy problem, that calls for new physics
(NP) not far from the electroweak scale [1].

In this context, the question we intend to ad-
dress is whether it is still possible (and to which
extent) to expect NP phenomena to appear in
the Bs system where the SM has not been ex-
perimentally tested at the same accuracy level
as in the Bd system. In particular, it is well
known that b → s transitions represent a spe-
cial ground where to perform efficient tests of NP
scenarios. Indeed, CP violation in b → s tran-
sitions is predicted to be very small in the SM,
thus, any experimental evidence for sizable CP
violating effects in the Bs system would unam-
biguously point towards a NP evidence. Recent
messages from the CDF and D0 experiments seem
to indicate that this indeed could be the case.

On the theoretical side, there exist many well
motivated NP scenarios predicting large effects
especially in b → s transitions. Among them are
supersymmetric (SUSY) flavour models based on

abelian and non-abelian flavour symmetries nat-
urally leading to large NP contributions in b → s
processes while maintaining, at the same time,
the NP contributions occurring in s → d and
(sometimes) b → d transitions, under control.
Moreover, also Grand Unified Theories (GUTs)
represent a suitable ground where large NP ef-
fects in b → s transitions can be generated. In
fact, GUTs link leptonic and hadronic sources of
flavour and CP violation and the observed large
atmospheric neutrino mixing is transmitted to a
large flavour violation in b ↔ s transitions.

In the following, we focus on the NP predictions
for the b → s transitions within SUSY models and
their correlations with other observables relative
to K, B, D and charged lepton decays [2]. In
particular, when we deal with specific models, the
source of the flavour and CP violation for b → s
transitions will simultaneously generate not only
∆B = 2 and ∆B = 1 processes that will turn
out to be correlated, but will also have impact
on observables outside the B meson system. The
questions we will address in the following are:

i) to quantify the NP room left for b → s tran-
sitions compatible with all the available ex-
perimental data on ∆F = 2 and ∆F = 1
processes,

ii) to outline strategies to disentangle different
NP scenarios by means of a correlated anal-
ysis of low energy observables.
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2. UT analysis

The present unitarity triangle (UT) analyses
are dominated by ∆F = 2 processes. We be-
gin by reviewing the status of the UT trying to
outline transparently possible hints of NP and re-
lated tests to falsify or to confirm them. We re-
mind that there exist two different UTs: 1) the
so-called reference unitarity triangle (RUT) [3],
determined entirely from tree level decays hence,
likely unaffected by any significant NP pollution,
and 2) the universal unitarity triangle (UUT) [4],
determined by means of loop-induced FCNC pro-
cesses and hence potentially sensitive to NP ef-
fects. Therefore, a comparative UT analysis per-
formed by means of the RUT and UUT may un-
veil NP effects.

In particular, the above UTs are characterized
by the following parameters

Vus ≡ λ , Vcb , Rb , γ RUT ,

Vus ≡ λ , Vcb , Rt , β UUT , (1)

where Rb ≡ |VudV
∗

ub|/|VcdV
∗

cb|, Rt ≡
|VtdV

∗

tb|/|VcdV
∗

cb| and the angles β and γ are
such that Vtd = |Vtd|e

−iβ and Vub = |Vub|e
−iγ .

Moreover, Rt and β can be expressed in terms of
Rb and γ as

Rt =
√

1 + R2
b − 2Rb cos γ ,

cotβ =
1 − Rb cos γ

Rb sin γ
. (2)

In terms of physical observables we can write

Rt = ξ
1

λ

√

mBs

mBd

√

∆Md

∆Ms

√

CBs

CBd

,

SψKS
= sin(2β + 2φBd

) , (3)

with the SM limit recovered for CBq
= 1 and

φBd
= 0.

The last observable that is relevant for our UT
analysis is ǫK . In the SM, ǫK can be written as [5]

|ǫK | = κǫCǫB̂K |Vcb|
2|Vus|

2

×

[

|Vcb|
2

2
R2
t sin 2βηttS0(xt) +

+ Rt sin β(ηctS0(xc, xt) − ηccxc)

]

,(4)

where all the parameters entering the above ex-
pression are reported in Ref.[2]. As stressed in [5],
the SM prediction of ǫK implied by the measured
value of sin 2β may be too small to agree with
experiment. The main reasons are the decreased
value of B̂K and the decreased value of ǫK in the
SM arising from a multiplicative factor, estimated
as κǫ = 0.94 ± 0.02 [6]. The total suppression
of ǫK ∝ B̂Kκǫ compared to the commonly used
formulae is typically of order 15%. Using the in-
puts of Ref.[2], eq. (3) for the SM case (where
CBs

= CBd
= 1), and eq. (4), one finds

|ǫK |SM = (1.92 ± 0.25) × 10−3 , (5)

where we have also included the NNLO-QCD cor-
rections to the QCD factor ηct [7]. This has to be
compared with the experimental measurement [8]

|ǫK |exp = (2.229 ± 0.010)× 10−3 . (6)

In fig. 1, we show the above tensions in the Rb−γ
plane.

In the left plot of fig. 1, we show the regions
corresponding to the 1σ allowed ranges for sin 2β,
Rt and |ǫK |SM as calculated by means of (3) and
(4), respectively, using the numerical input pa-
rameters of Ref. [2]. As shown, there are three
different values of (Rb, γ), dependently which two
constraints are simultaneously applied.

Possible solutions to this tension can be ob-
tained assuming:

1) a positive NP effect in ǫK , at the level of ≈
+20%, leaving sin 2β and ∆Md/∆Ms SM-
like [5].

2) ǫK and ∆Md/∆Ms NP free while SψKS

affected by a NP phase in Bd mixing of
≈ −6.5◦ [9].

3) ǫK and SψKS
NP free while ∆Md/∆Ms af-

fected by NP at the level of ≈ −20% [2].

In tab. 1, taken from Ref. [2], we show the values
of the relevant CKM parameters corresponding to
each case, where the values of the two variables
characteristic for a given scenario are assumed not
to be affected by NP.
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Figure 1. The Rb − γ plane assuming: i) sin 2β, Rt and ǫK not affected by NP effects (upper left), ii) sin 2β
and Rt NP free while ǫK affected by a positive NP effect at the level of +24% compared to the SM contribution
(upper right), iii) ǫK and Rt NP free while sin 2β affected by a NP phase in Bd mixing of −6.5◦ (lower left), iv)
ǫK and sin 2β NP free while ∆Md/∆Ms affected by a negative NP effect at the level of −22% compared to the
SM contribution (lower right). The black star indicates the values for Rb and γ obtained in the NP UT fit of [10].
From [2].

ρ̄ η̄ α[◦] γ[◦] Rb |Vub| × 103

1) 0.148+0.029
−0.029 0.329+0.018

−0.017 93.2+5.0
−5.0 65.7+4.9

−4.9 0.361+0.014
−0.014 3.44+0.17

−0.16

2) 0.191+0.059
−0.049 0.424+0.063

−0.055 86.6+4.2
−3.8 65.7+4.3

−3.9 0.465+0.080
−0.065 4.44+0.77

−0.64

3) 0.036+0.064
−0.062 0.372+0.023

−0.019 74.5+10.0
−9.0 84.4+9.4

−10.2 0.374+0.021
−0.018 3.57+0.23

−0.19

UTfit 0.177 ± 0.044 0.360± 0.031 92 ± 7 63 ± 7 0.404± 0.025 3.87 ± 0.23

Table 1
Predictions of several CKM parameters in the three scenarios as discussed in the text. For comparison, in the
last line results are also shown from a global NP fit of the UT [10]. From [2].
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AC RVV2 AKM δLL FBMSSM LHT RSc

D0 − D̄0 ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ?

ǫK ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆

Sψφ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆

SφKS
⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆ ?

ACP (B → Xsγ) ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆ ?

A7,8(K
∗µ+µ−) ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆ ?

Bs → µ+µ− ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆

K+ → π+νν̄ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆

KL → π0νν̄ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆

µ → eγ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆

τ → µγ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆

µ + N → e + N ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆

dn ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆

de ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆⋆

(g − 2)µ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆ ?

Table 2
“DNA” of flavour physics effects for the most interesting observables in a selection of SUSY and non-
SUSY models. ⋆⋆⋆ signals large NP effects, ⋆⋆ visible but small NP effects and ⋆ implies that the
given model does not predict sizable NP effects in that observable. From [2].

3. DNA-Flavour Test of New Physics
Models

Even if the UT analysis represents a powerful
tool in the attempt to unveil NP effects, a com-
plementary and equally important way to look for
NP is to monitor the (potential) pattern of devi-
ations, compared to the SM expectations, in a
number of selected processes that we call “golden
channels”. The selection of a “golden channels”
is based on its sensitivity to NP and theoretical
cleanness. The former, that is a model-dependent
feature, can be increased with the increased pre-
cision of experiments and the latter can improve
with the progress in theoretical calculations, in
particular the non-perturbative ones like the lat-
tice simulations. Without entering a proper de-

scription and classification of the “golden chan-

nels”, in the following we list some of them:
i) the mixing induced CP-asymmetry Sψφ(Bs)

that is tiny in the SM: Sψφ ≈ 0.04, ii) the rare
decays Bs,d → µ+µ− that could be enhanced in
certain NP scenarios by an order of magnitude
over the SM values, iii) the angle γ of the uni-
tarity triangle (UT) that can be precisely mea-
sured through tree level decays, iv) B+ → τ+ντ
that is sensitive to charged Higgs particles, v)
the rare decays K+ → π+νν̄ and KL → π0νν̄
that belong to the theoretically cleanest decays
in flavour physics, vi) lepton flavour violating de-
cays like µ → eγ, τ → eγ, τ → µγ, decays with
three leptons in the final state and µ − e con-
version in nuclei, vii) electric dipole moments of
the neutron and heavy atoms, viii) the anomalous
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magnetic moment of the muon (g − 2)µ that cur-
rently shows a ∼ 3σ discrepancy between its SM
prediction and the experimental measurement.

In order to appreciate the powerful tool offered
by the flavor processes in disentangling different
NP scenario, in the following, we focus on repre-
sentative Supersymmetric flavour models, as dis-
cussed in Ref. [2].

In particular, we consider scenarios with

i) large O(1) RR mass insertions,

ii) comparable LL and RR mass insertions that
are CKM-like,

iii) only CKM-like LL mass insertions.

The patterns of flavour violation differ from
model to model, thereby allowing in the future to
find out which of models can survive the future
measurements. Undoubtedly, the correlations be-
tween various observables that are often charac-
teristic for a given model will be of the utmost
importance in these tests.

In tab. 2, we show a summary of the poten-
tial size of deviations from the SM results allowed
for a large number of observables, when all exist-
ing constraints from other observables not listed
there are taken into account. This table can be
considered as the collection of the DNA’s for vari-
ous models. These DNA’s will be modified as new
experimental data will be availabe and in certain
cases we will be able to declare certain models to
be disfavoured or even ruled out. In construct-
ing the table we did not take into account pos-
sible correlations among the observables. It will
be interesting to monitor the changes in this ta-
ble when the future experiments will provide new
results.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The coming years will witness tremendous
progress at the high energy frontier accomplished
primarily at the LHC, where the available en-
ergy will be increased by one order of magni-
tude. Equivalently, for the first time we will
be able to resolve directly distances well below
10−18 m, that have been explored so far. Parallel
to these developments, important advances are

expected at the high precision frontier through
the improved Bs-physics experiments at the Teva-
tron and in particular LHCb at CERN. At later
stages in the coming decade these efforts will be
strengthened by new rare K experiments at J-
PARC, the NA62 collaboration at CERN and
possibly Project X at Fermilab as well as Belle-II
at KEK and the planned SuperB facility in Rome.
The latter two will also provide new insights into
the FCNC processes in the D meson system and
in charged lepton decays.

While the main goal at the high energy frontier
is the discovery of new particles and the determi-
nation of their masses, the main goal of flavour
physics is the search for the footprints of these
new particles in rare processes and the determi-
nation of their couplings. As the latter explo-
ration of very short distance scales is indirect,
only measurements of a large number of observ-
ables and the study of correlations between them
in a given extension of the SM and in particular
of patterns of flavour violation characteristic for
a given model can allow us to identify the correct
NP scenario.

As a remarkable example, Ref. [2] has consid-
ered a number of representative supersymmet-
ric flavour models that on one hand aim at the
explanation of the observed hierarchical fermion
masses and mixings and on the other hand pro-
vide natural suppression of FCNC transitions.

As shown in Ref. [2], the simultaneous study
of various flavour violating processes can indeed
allow us to distinguish various NP scenarios.

It will be exciting to monitor upcoming re-
sults from Tevatron and the LHC on Sψφ and
Bs → µ+µ−. Already these two measurements
will be capable of excluding some SUSY flavour
models and distinguish them from the LHT and
RS model with custodial protection in which Sψφ
can be large but Bs,d → µ+µ− remain SM-like.
Further observables will help to identify more pre-
cisely the correct extension of the SM. In partic-
ular, while the branching ratios for K → πνν̄
decays remain SM-like in all the supersymmetric
flavour models analyzed in Ref. [2], they can be
significantly enhanced in the LHT and RS mod-
els.

A DNA-Flavour Test proposed in Ref. [2] and
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reported in table 2, should give still a deeper in-
sight into the patterns of flavour violation in var-
ious scenarios, in particular when it is considered
simultaneously with various correlations present
in concrete models. The interplay of these efforts
with the direct searches for NP will be most ex-
citing.
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